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PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
U.S. RACK™ OFFERS An Extra Sturdy side-mounted ladder rack THAT CARRIES UP
TO 250 POUNDS OF CARGO
Madera, CA – The “Strong-Ender” Side-Mounted Ladder Rack from U.S. Rack offers the
pickup owner a sturdy alternative in side mounted ladder rack systems. It installs in about five
minutes and can hold up to 250 pounds of cargo – perfect for transporting ladders, lumber, pipe,
or other long articles.
Made of black semi-gloss powder-coated steel, the Side-Mounted Ladder Rack adjusts to fit any
pickup and installs quickly and easily using a superior mounting system. Two heavy-duty
adjustable receiver tubes are mounted with bolts to the inside of your truck bed just below the
level of the bedrails. Unlike others, this rack features both a fronting plate and a backing plate
that sandwich the lip of the truck bedrail between them to resist damage to the sheet metal
experienced with other types of side-mount ladder racks.
This versatile ladder rack is expandable from 16" to 30". The front and rear can also be adjusted
up or down, and the height of the rack is also adjustable for different model trucks. Adjustable
height fits all short and long bed trucks with ordinary bedrails (except the Ford Super crew).
Steel loops are provided so that cargo can be easily tied down with straps or ropes or secured
with optional chain and lock.
“Our “Strong-Ender” Side-Mounted Ladder Rack offers the best value in a durable, versatile,
multi-purpose ladder rack for the pickup owner”, said Chris Green, owner of U.S. Rack. “The

ease of installation, quick removal and sturdy attachment system make this versatile rack one of
the best in its class.”
The Side-Mounted Ladder Rack is extremely affordable and is warranted for a period of one year
against all structural defects in materials and workmanship when assembled and installed
properly. For more info or to order online, visit
http://www.usrack.com/side_mount_ladder_rack.php

About U.S. Rack
U.S. Rack, Inc., located in Madera, CA, is a premier manufacturer of truck bed rack systems for
the pickup owner offering the best selection of application-specific rack systems in the industry.
Choose from the Utility Rack, the Hawaiian Sawhorse Rack, the Three-Ladder Rack, the
“Strong-Ender” Side Mounted Ladder Rack, the Stake Pocket Rack, a variety of Motorcycle
Racks, and many more as well as accessories for each rack system. Each rack is manufactured in
powder-coated steel for high tensile strength and rust resistance, and is warranted for a full year
against all structural defects in material and workmanship when assembled and installed
properly. For more information, call 1.888.877.2257 ( 1.888.usracks ), or visit
http://www.usrack.com.
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